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In this paper we pectamed theoretical study of the instability effect in (he case of boiling in
porous layer heated from beitm tad oookd from above due to forced convection in the upper
layered water pool. We started fern prciiminary analysis of experimental situation on the area of
critical heat flux (CHF) and p Ml Air flow pattdrn observations. As a result, we achicv<ajqualitativc
understanding a relation bcttwea flow pattern view and relative permeabilities (KP) behaviour. Wc

identified also rather sensitive ofawacfer of behaviour of estimated CHF values in dependence on a
RP model choice.

Certainly, there are DMMfr fHuotts of wine flow pattern setting in. One of them concerns
"intcrphase" instability betwwa **o-pfca«c boilinj region and one-phase water subcoolcd region
inside porous layer. An aprmw—m of the iiwubility courses space modulation of water penetration
pattern into the boiling zone. l%c scale of such space structure is a macroscopic value in respect to
size of pore and it was obtaiaM m a result of the analysis performed.

This scale correspond* to a maximum of an increment which is considered as a function of
wave-vector. The extreme ap^ans due to competition of stabilising and instability mechanisms
dominated in the different interval* of wave-vector spectrum. Al the small wave-vectors the
relaxation of temperature pcrfewhatioa due to heat conduction m the subcoolcd water region is a
dominate stabilising mcchaniam. fat coatrMt, at the large wavc-veetors the capillary effect is more
important. Thus at the intrrnniiimf wave-vectors and some porous media parameters ihe instability
may lake place.

Threshold of the initiMM>y on the conditions of fixed "external" parameter* can be
estimated as a boundary value rf particles size or absolute permeability value. It was obtained that
on the conditions of experune* by B«u#Torrance (1982) the threshold value equals about
10 5cra J .

So. wc conclude that ia (be caac of submilitnetcrs particles and heating geometry under
consideration the phase flows wpyirinn may occur. Provided this event happens the hydiodynamic
limitation of flows coexisting ia tbc countcrcurrcnt geometry becomes less critical and as it
consequence the CHF become* Mace greater. The later effect is in interest of many applications
concerns heat exchange through the porous medium.
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